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LOOK OF A STROLLER.
TECHNOLOGY OF A WHEELCHAIR.
There comes a time when a child’s adaptive stroller no longer fits
their unique seating and positioning requirements. When this time of
transition occurs, Ki Mobility has the answer. The Little Wave Flip is
the first pediatric tilt-in-space solution designed to look more like a
stroller with the technology of a wheelchair. Additionally, the Flip helps
manage the emotional transition for parents as their loved one moves
from one mobility solution to next.
More information at www.kimobility.com/meetingmultipleneeds

There are over 2,000 color combinations possible by mixing and
matching frame colors (two colors are standard on each frame!),
painted mag wheels and designer spoke guards. Personalize the
Little Wave Flip and put a smile on your child’s face. Because no
other chair provides more creative options, we have created the
Little Wave Splash Zone to help you and your child pick out the
perfect color combination!
Find yours at www.kimobility.com/splashzone

Portable Design
Every element of Flip was designed to encourage parents
and their family to get out and go. With a simple “flip”
and fold like a stroller, you’re on your way. Little Wave Flip
transforms into a small package that can fit in the trunk of
the tiniest car. Now there’s room for all the other essentials
needed for your adventure.

Growth

Multi-Angle Footrest

Don’t struggle with growth, embrace it. Adjusting the seat
height, depth and width has never been so easy to change.
More built in adjustment and fewer parts needed for growth
than any other chair.

Infinite adjustment in multiple axes to accommodate difficult
positioning requirements such as inversion, eversion, plantar,
and dorsiflexion. Optimizes support, pressure distribution,
and postural alignment.

Contracture Footrest

Canopy

Allows for extension, flexion, or lower leg rotation for optimal
angle of knees, ankles and windswept deformity. Configure it
bilateral or center mount with the same parts.

Help shield your child from the sun’s harmful rays or when the
sky is dark and gray. The unique Flip-Up visor channels water
off to the side or extends downward for extra protection from
the elements.

Peds Pro ELR

Attendant Wheel Lock

Patented adjustable pivot location to promote proper knee
placement and an adjustable calf pad for personalized fit.

A hands-free, simple to use stroller like wheel lock option that
makes a parent’s life just a little easier.

SPECIFICATIONS

Transpor t Weight:
Seat Width:
Seat Depth:
Seat Height:
Tubing Size:
Weight Capacity:
WC-19 Transit:

21 lbs.*
10-18 in.
12-20 in.
13.5-20 in.
1 in.
165 lbs.
Yes

9.53 kg*
25-46 cm
30-51 cm
34-51 cm
2.54 cm
75 kg
Yes

* 14”x14” Frame with Attendant Wheel Locks. Armrests, Rear Wheels and
Footrests Removed.
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